
Father’s Day Card Set 
 
 

 

To create these cards, you’ll need the Father Cut File, DIY Cut File Bundle, Adventure at the Park Creative 
Kit, Tomorrow at the Park Creative Kit and a variety of Colour Vibe Textured Cardstock. 

To start, we will create the Father Card. 

 

 

 



To start, you’ll need the Adventure at the Park Creative Kit.  

Cut a piece from the yellow patterned paper that measures 4 ¼” x 5 ½”. Sand the edges of the paper. 

 

Next, you’ll need the multi colour tile paper. From the multi colour tile paper, cut a piece that measures 
4” x 5 ¼”. Flip the paper over and cut a piece that measures 3 ¾” x 5”. Sand the edges of both papers. 

 

From the green leaf paper, flip the paper over to the bamboo side and cut a piece that measures 3 ½” x 
4 ¾”. Flip the paper over and cut a piece from the green leaf side that measures 3 ¼” x 4 ½”. Sand the 
edges of both papers.  



 

Cut out the Father Cut File from a piece of Black Colour Vibe Textured Cardstock. Size the Cut File down 
to 2 ¾” x 4 3/8”. Back the cut file using Dandelion, Lime and Peacock Colour Vibe Texture Cardstock. 

 

Adhere the multi coloured tile paper to the yellow paper. Adhere the blue scallop paper to the multi 
coloured tile paper. 

 



 

Adhere the green leaf paper to the bamboo paper. Foam square the bamboo paper to the blue scallop 
paper. 

 

 

Foam square the Father Cut File to the middle of the green leaf paper. 

 



 

 

Using enamel dots from the Adventure at the Park Creative Kit, add 9 dots around the Father cut file 
title. To finish the card, cut a cardbase out of white cardstock that measures 4 1/4” x 11”, score at 5 ½”. 
Adhere the cardfront to the cardbase. 

 

Here is the finished Father Card. 



 

Now we will create the If Dad can’t Fix It Card. 

 

To start, cut out the DIY Cut File from a piece of kraft cardstock. I sized the cut file down to 3 ½” x 4 ¼”. 
Back the cut file using Grey, Black, Dandelion and Navy Colour Vibe Textured Cardstock. From the 
Tomorrow at the Park Creative Kit, you’ll need the green star patterned paper to back the words.  



 

The next four steps use the patterned paper out of the Tomorrow at the Park Creative Kit. 

From the gear patterned paper, cut a piece that measures 4 ¼” x 5 ½”. Cut a second piece that measures 
½” x 4 ¼”. Sand the edges of the papers. 

 

From the green star paper, cut a piece that measures 4” x 5 ¼”. Cut a second piece that measures ¾” x 4 
½”. Sand the edges of both papers. 



 

Cut a piece from the star paper that measures 3 ¾” x 5”. Sand the edges of the paper. 

 

From the stripe patterned paper, cut a piece that measures 1” 4 ¾”. Cut a piece from the blue patterned 
paper that measures 1 ¼” x 5”. Sand the edges of both papers. 

 



 

Adhere the green star paper to the gear paper. Adhere the multi star paper to the green star paper. 

 

Adhere the blue paper 3/8” from the left and all the way to the top of the multi star paper. Adhere the 
strip paper 7/8” from the left and ¼” from the top of the multi star paper. Staple the green star paper 
1/2” from the left and 3/8” from the top of the multi star paper. Staple the gear paper 7/8” from the left 
and 3/8” from the top of the multi star paper. 



 

Foam square the If Dad Can’t fix cut file to the middle of the multi star paper as desired.  

 

To finish the card, cut a cardbase out of white cardstock that measures 4 ¼” x 11”, score at 5 ½”. Adhere 
the caardfront to the cardbase. 



 

Here are the finished Father’s Day Cards. 

 


